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Valerie Chosen Queen
Valerie Dickerson, 20-year-old senior journalism major,
was crowned 1967 Homecoming Queen Saturday night at
a Coronation Ball in San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Miss Dickerson was one of five finalists vying for the
title. She will reign throughout this week’s Homecoming
activities, which climax Saturday with a parade through
downtown San Jose and an afternoon football game with
the University of Wyoming.
Miss Dickerson also will appear tomorrow morning on
the "Lu Ryden Show," KNTV, Channel 11, and on the
"Adele Hall Show" 3:30 p.m. the same day on Channel 36.
Sponsored by Omega Psi Phi, campus social fraternity,
Miss Dickerson is the first Negro to reign as Homecoming
Queen at SJS. She was chosen for the title in a vote of
the student body last Wednesday and Thursday.
Miss Dickerson’s court will include Dorothy Blake,
sophomore Spanish major: Joan Carlson, junior interior
design major: Jane Lundgren. junior sociology major: and
Sharry Sordello, sophomore psychology major.
Specializing in radio-television news, Miss Dickerson
is a member of the news staff of KSJS, campus radio, and
co-produces the daily "Spartan Spectrum" news show.
She is also a member of the SJS television news staff
which produces the SJS Reports show broadcast daily on
KNTV.
The daughter of IA. Col. and Mrs. William 0. Dicker. son of Riverside, Miss Dickerson plans to do graduate work
in communications either at Columbia or Syracuse University.
An SJS Winter Carnival Queen last year, she also recently taped a sequence on the nationally-televised "Dating
Game" show which will be aired locally over KNTV this
Friday.

By GREG RALKOVEK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
No. 29
Campus thefts have jumped 35
per cent this fall and cost SJS
students and the state more than
$1300 and one car since the semester began.
"The campus has minimal security conditions," said Elmer
Graham, Campus Security chief,
meaning he needs four more officers and one more clerk to allow
his office to provide maximum
security.
But John H. Amos, superintendent of Buildings and Grounds,
disagrees with Graham. He said
the college security force is adequate. "If I thought there was a
need for additional security personnel they would be budgeted,"
Ames declared,
At the present time Graham has

three men on duty at all times,
covering the three major college
areas, the north campusincluding the parking garagethe south
campus and San Jose Airport.
where the Aeronautics Department
has most of its facilities.
Amos emphasized that five more
security employees would cost another $30,000 a year, and that cost
against insurance losses did not
warrant the additions.
SECURITY ’THIN’
Campus security Is spread thinly, according to Byron Bollinger,
assistant superintendent of Building and Grounds.
The total security force includes three officers, four garage
attendants, six regular workers
and two week -end-working students. One attendant is on duty
in the garage during the evening ,
hours. Cars left over night should

AFT Underlines
Bargaining Wants

VALERIE DICKERSON
... 1967 Homecoming Queen

For State College Faculty

By GAIL KNIGHT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A stepped -up campaign for collective bargaining has been called
for by the American Federation
of Teachers (AFT, according to
Dr. John Sperling, president of the
AFT College Council.
The drive is in response to the
trustees’ veto last week of an AFT
request for a statewide election
to determine faculty sentiments
on collective bargaining, said Sperling.
The AFT wants to estiblash
local chapters at all 18 state college campuses. By the end of November, faculty at Cal Poly, Stanislaus State, Humboldt State and
Cal State Dominguez Hills will
have organized to assert demands
for collective bargaining, Sperling
added.

tees has adopted a stand that "the
proposed bargaining procedures
are not in the best interests and
welfare of the faculty as a profession or of higher education.
"Any form of collective bargaining, even if it was deemed desirable to engage therein, would
be frustrated by legal obstacles
and lack of legal authority," said
the trustee,

be parked on the lower floors,
Graham said.
Lust week alone, San Jose
Police received reports of nine
thefts in the college community,
three of which occured on campus. The most spectacular was the
theft of Robert Brand’s 1960
model car from the SJS garage
Thursday.
David Raney reported his spare
tire stolen from his foreign car
parked in the garage and the Industrial Arts Department told
police someone stole a press dly
mount and a portable saw, valued
at $294.
Prime target, however, is auto
tape decks, according to Chief
Graham. "They’re a hot item now,
they are quick to turn over and
easy to sell."
DURING DAYLIGHT
Most of the thefts in the parking garage have occurred during
daylight hours, Graham says, because foot traffic in the garage is
most inconspicious at that time.
He also feels it is the work of an
organized group that preys on any
group of vehicles within the San
Jose City limits.
The best action to take against
car theft is to not leave anything
in the open when leaving the car
and to double-check locks before
leaving the vehicle. Despite such
efforts, Graham admits, "there’s
nothing to prevent a person from
breaking a window or using tools
to gain entrance to a vehicle."
The men’s and women’s gyms
have had several locker thefts.
The bookstore periodically has reported thefts of books from shelves
at the entrance of its building.

Ben Franklin Show
One -Man Portrayal

Years of work and a touch of surroundings where Franklin lived.
makeup turn actor Freud Wayne
His studies of Franklin have
into the ingenious, mischievous, turned up much information that
and witty Benjamin Franklin.
is not widely known. Franklin inRECRUITING
Fredd Wayne, distinguished Am- vented swim fins; started the first
"We’re aiming at getting enough
faculty organized to exert pres- erican actor, will appear Wednes- lending library system, the first
sure on the trustees," said Sper- day evening in his one-man show charity hospital; was responsible
ling.
increase from 17,110 to 17,650, or
The itensified recruiting drive
3.2 per cent.
will carry the collective bargainThe budget would increase two ing message to faculty through
and a quarter million dollars from meetings and literature. Seven
its current $28.9 million to $31.2 full-time AFT organizers currently
million.
are seeking to ascertain problems
in education on each state college
campus.
Sperling called this an "educational campaign."
These organizers will speak to
members of the Board of Trustees, the Coordinating Council for
Higher Education and influential
members of Governor Reagan’s adthe trustees should stand up to ministration to inform them of the
the legislature and the governor nature of the problems in the
state colleges.
on it," he added.
"Members of the AFT will return to each meeting of the trustees to present a progress report
FREDD WAYNE
FREDD WAYNE
and evidence of faculty sentiment
... Character Actor
for collective bargaining," said
... As Ben Franklin
Sperling.
"Benjamin Franklin, Citizen" at for the first, fire department and
’FACULTY’S RIGHT
Professors Against the War
8:15 in Morris Dailey Auditorium. fire insurance company; helped
"We’ll come back to the trustees
(PAW) will conduct draft counHolders of student body or fac- start the first schools for Negroes
seling seminars in HE1 from 7-10 repeatedly to convince them of the ulty cards will be admitted with- in America: and headed the counp.m. tomorrow and Thursday af- faculty rights to decide on this out charge to the production try’s first spy system.
cording to Paul Perlman, assist- issue," said Dr. Bud Hutchinson, sponsored by the College Union
Many of the little-known facts
ant professor of civil engineering executive secretary of the AFT Program Board. General admis- have been incorporated into
College
Council.
member.
and PAW
sion is $2. Tickets are available VVayne’s one-man show.
The Board of Trustees in a 14-2 in the Student Affairs Business
Hank Maiden of the Central
So many interesting facts have
Committee for Conscientious Ob- vote turned down collective bar- Office and at the door.
been uncovered by Wayne’s studjectors will discuss pacifist alter- gaining requests and upheld a
The fully staged, lighted and ies that he has decided to write
policy statement by Louis B. Heil- costumed production is the crea- a hook about the venerable Philnatives to the draft.
"These seminars are for stu- bron, board chairman.
tion of Wayne, who undertook two adelphian. It is tentatively enIleilbron called the AFT and years of careful research in its titled: "The Fantastic Dr. Frankdents who, for one reason or another, do not feel right about sub- trustee split on collective bargain- preparation.
lin."
mitting to the draft," Perlman ing a "fair fight between gentleIt covers many aspects in the
Many universities and colleges
said. "We of PAW feel the war is men. The two groups understand life of Benjamin Franklin as an in the U.S. are included in his fall
morally wrong, and sincerely in- each other and there is a mutual inventor, statesman. tradesman, tour.
terested parties should be made respect for individual interests," humorist, father and Inver. There
aware of alternatives to the draft he said.
are several roles in the producNevertheless the Board of Trus- tion besides that of Franklin, all
which are available."
of them played by Wayne.
Wigs, rubber chin and cheek
pieces and makeup valued at over
$2,000 are applied during a twoInterviews for a needed fourth
hour session that transforms the
young Wayne into the 60-year-old senior representative on Student
Council will he held today and toFranklin.
Wayne is attempting to get the morrow at the College Union.
Prospective candidates will meet
The national president of the sity of Minnesota, is looking for- show filmed as it TV. special with
American Marketing Association ward to student involvement and the taping done in Philadelphia, the Personnel Selection Board for
(AMA), Dr. Robert .1. Holloway, participation from the floor, ac- Paris and London in the actual the interview, chaired hy Chris
Tanimoto.
will outline business management’s cording to Beret Isaacs, local AMA
"Public Policy and Social Re- spokesman.
The posit ion is appoint he rat her
’Over
21’
Meeting
Isaacs
said
Dr.
Holloway
is
intomorrow
night at
sponsibility"
than elective because former senior
feelin
learning
students’
terested
All
women
address
to
AMA’s
cam7:30 in an
students are in- representative Barbara Barr reings and ideas on cut rent market- vited to attend a meeting this signed from that position on counpus chapter.
afternoon of the new "Women cil last spring.
Th e weeh will follow a re ular ing topics.
Dr. Holloway received his bach- Over 21 Club" now being formed
Informal dinner and social hour
Interview applications are availwhich begins at 6:30 at the Sweden elor’s degree from the University on eampus. The meeting, at able now in the College Union
of Iowa in 1943, his MBA in 1948 which needs of women in this building, first floor. Times for
House in San Jose.
Dr. Holloway, a professor in the and his Ph.D. from Stanford Uni- age group will be discussed. is meeting the board end at 5 p.m.
at 5:30 in Fa.
School of Business at. the tintype. ersity in 1952.
today.

Trustees Recommend Pay Raise
By JIMA WALLAK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
For the second consecutive year
the Board of Trustees has recommended a substantial state college faculty pay increase.
If approved by the legislature
and Gov. Ronald Reagan, the
board’s proposal will increase faculty salaries 17 per cent for the
1968-69 academic year.
In addition, the board has
recommended that a 6 per cent
faculty pay increase be instituted
during the following 1969-70 academic year.
SJS Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns said recently that
such an increase is mandatory to
align the state colleges with colleges and universities competing
for the recruitment of professors.
REAGAN VETO
At this time last year the Board
of Trustees recommended a similar 13 per cent pay increase for
the current academic year.
Subsequently, the state legislature sheared that request to five
per cent and Gov. Reagan vetoed
the measure entirely.
Reagan’s veto of that pay increaseconsidered by most faculty to be far short of the needs,
anywayserved to increase faculty discontent over the past year.
The fact that Reagan went

against both the recommendation approval by the legislature and
of the Board of Trustees and the. Gov. Reagan.
SJS’s financial allotment was
state legislature only intensified
based on an anticipated gain in
the unhappiness.
Full Time Equivalent enrollment
MILITANCY GROWS
of 540 students. This would be an
The discontent is reflected in
the growth of faculty militantism.
Within the past year, two statewide faculty organizations have
advocated collective bargaining,
and one of those is even threatening to strike for the right to
bargain.
The Board, at last week’s meeting, considered such a request by
The State College budget as
the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) to hold an elec- proposed by Chancellor Glenn
tion throughout the 18-campus Dumke and approved by the Board
system to determine if the faculty of Trustees has been called "a
favors collective bargaining. The
cautious document" by a member
board turned it down by a 14-2
of the American Federation of
vote.
Handling of the SJS racial Teachers (All’).
crisis also came before the. board
Dr. Bud Hitchinson, executive
when Pres. Robert D. Clark ap- secretary of the AFT College
peared to explain his handling of Council, offered this criticism of
the situation and subsequent can- the budget after the trustees apcelling of the SJS-University of proved the budget at the Pomona
Texas at El Paso football game. meeting on Thursday.
The spending list came under
CLARK APPROVAL
The Board then passed a resolu- attack by the faculty group for
tion commending Dr. Clark on his what they called a document tailored to what the trustees think
handling of the situation.
State College Chancellor Glenn the governor and legislature might
S. Dumke’s proposed budget for buy.
the coming year was also accepted
’TRIMMING SAILS’
by the Board. It will need final
Hutchinson said, "Chancellor
Dumke, in presenting this document, is trimming his sails early.
He’s trying to anticipate what the
governor and the legislature might
approve rather than submit a budget to move the colleges ahead."
Chancellor Dumke presented the
budget in two partsa basic operating budget and an augmented
action under the circumstances."
support budget which includes
It said that cancellation of the such things as a statewide data
game is better seen as a move sig- processing program, a graduate
nalling the beginning of solving program and educational televithe causes of "disaffection and ali- sion program.
enation among Campus minority
Hutchinson aimed his criticism
groups . .
"Dr, Clark is to be commended at this two-budget system.
"When you come in with a basic
in initiating a plan which can be
called truly economic in terms of budget and an augmented budget
avoiding future confrontations and you’re almost saying to the governor and the legislature: the basic
threats," the poll said.
D’Abbracci stated, "Wondering budget is what we need. The augjust how academic and just how mented budget contains the frills.
responsible this demand of theirs
MOVE FORWARD
(CAR) was, I decided to find out
"The chancellor should present
how real academic people, in the
academic business, felt about a budget based on what is needed
movp !he colleges forwant and
Clark’s iwtion."

Philosophy Dept. Poll
Supports Pres. Clark
A statement, signed by 20 of 22
full-time professors in the Philosophy Department, has pledged
support of Pres. Robert D. Clark’s
cancellation of the Sept. 23 SJSUTEP football game because of
passible racial violence.
The poll, initiated by Anthony
D’Abbacci, assistant professor of
philosophy, was presented in response to demands by the Committee for Academic Responsibility
in Education (CAR) that Dr.
Clark resign from his post because
of his action.
The poll called Dr. Clark’s action "not as a giving in or surrender to threat, hut rather as a
Ind) responsible and imaginative

College Budget Called
’Cautious Document’
PAW Schedules
Draft Counseling

Marketing Club President
To Tell ’Responsibilities’

New Senior Rep
Interviewing Set
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By Bitt e F ANDERSI

"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
KEN BRYANT

Fditor

KEN BECKER

MULTIVERSITY MU.AniES
NILLTIVERSITYITIS .111 ailment tlf
fered in the early stages of a student’s
NItiltisersit career. although it is al -it
suffered throughout the duration of his
membershipiii the college chictt 111111ity.
Causes: It’s the little things that count.
Things like getting lost in the Library for
22 hours, waiting nine hours in a regis.
tration line to find mu you are in the
wrong line, and %%ailing outside citir prors
office as he mis-es his 33rd consecutive
office hour.

Advertising Mgr.

Staff Editorial

Send Dogs Instead
Young men of America have been
forced to fight their country’s battles
for the past 20 years. The American
public has only itself to blame for the
continued existenee of the Selective
Semler program which has grown like
II.
a cancer in this country since \\
it
toknow
we
The draft system as
day was established with the Universal
Military Training and Service Act of
June 24, 1948. On June 30 of this
year. Congress managed to shove the
dirt a little further under the rug with
the passage of the Military Selective
Service Act of 1967.
"Universal" and "Selective" are at
best misleading prefixes which describe programs which. since WW- IL
have randomly selected. and often ruined. the lives of thousands of young
men in the name of "freedom" and
"national integrity."

of

the matter is that even
The fact
at the height of the Vietnam war.
hich "high government officials" like
to call a "conflict" (to keep the butter price down maybe?) this "selective" service has randomly chosen
LESS THAN [LAU the available men
for active duty.
Billions are lost yearly to train men
for three to six months, obtain their
reluctant services for 18 more months,
and lose them forever when the two
year "hitch" is over.
Military officials would prefer to
have a purely voluntary, professional
military force. Plenty of people in

:America %mild prefer a military
career.
Yet, our law makers shuffle the current conscription program along unchanged with the rest of the governinent paperwork. Innocent men are
plucked from useful lives in society.
and are forced to fight in a war they
don’t either believe in or understand.
Often they draw the last breaths of
their young lives in a rice paddy.
For their trouble, the government
sends the survivors a telegram which
begins . . . "The President of the
United States regrets..." Additionally,
the family gets free shipment of the
body complete with a fresh American
flag and a couple of medals.
But we can’t be too critical of Uncle
Sam on this point. The great American
public would be incensed if the government tried to take their pet dog or
cat front them, but when the draft
collies to take a son away for use in
a decidedly political -economic "conflict" he is sent along with flags a -waving.
America will maintain its shameful
draft system for government convenience as long as the public allows.
The next time a friend, brother, or
loved one of yours receives a draft notice, go down to the humane society
and send a stray animal in his place.
Until the public becomes nmre selective about where and when they are
going to sacrifice their sons to military
conscription. the American system will
continue going to the dogs.
W.C.

Guest Room

’A Victory at Last?’
By SENATOR CLARK BRADLE1
For nearly I0 years the college campuses in the Bay Area have been the battlefield for groups of extreme leftist and
Communist elements. Begi nnili g back in
1960 there was an organized riot against
a duly constituted committee of Congress
while it was holding a hearing in San
Francisco. Since then the leftwing and
Marxist student revolutionaries have been
on the march. hut tip to now with little
success at SJS.
For many years the protesters were unable to affect the SJS campus to any ex..
tent. liahlies protesting the war in Viet cc am failed Iffie after another hut several
weeks ago a precedent was set on the campus which virtually opened Pandora’s Box.
On the opening day of school a small
group of students, calling themselves the
Students for Action, held a
United

olack

The athletic. department was cited, by
the griffin, for discrimination against Nealthough. in fact, the departgro at
nient has "cent over backwards" for years
to assist those- players at SJS.
Specifically, one of the group’s spokesmen was a Negro sociology teacher and
former college basketball player, one Harry Edwards. As a student at the college.
the department has helped him obtain a
scholarship so he could enter SJS.
This teacher charged racial discrimination and went further to make threats
that there would he "violence" at the
Texas Western football game. Be insisted
his group would not riot hut he W1111 re
ported to have said, "I can’t guarantee
whether or not I could control all the individuala who may be MI hand." Edwards
told President Robert 1). Clark that he
ham received telephone calls from "soul

brothers" who make threats of violence
such as burning clown the college’s Spartan Stadium.
Confronted with these threats and demands President Clark buckled and canceled the football game and then went
further and put the fraternities and sorori.
ties on prohation for alleged racial discrimination.
’I’ his action of the college president did
absolutely nothing to help the situation.
There is a man who could today attest
to that better than anyone, the former
U.C. Berkeley Chancellor Edward Strong.
Ile made it clear vdien he resigned under
pressure exactly three years ago that the
actions of the then President Clark Kerr
of giving in to the Free Speech Movement
we-re the very things which encouraged
the protesters,
lit-re at SJS in recent weeks following
President Clark’s capitulation, more de’minds have been made such as demands
to cancel the college ROTC program and
demands for the removal of Marine recruiters from tile cain
During the third
week of school, leftist and radical atudents
tried to disrupt ROTC classes attd then
the following week, on two succeeding
days. a group of 30 protesters tried to
harass three Marine recruiters. Seven of
the anti -war radicals were arrested after
the !IP ttttttt stration erupted into a wild
melee. Police- found some of the persons
arrested carrying large knives.
I am sorry that some college presidents
can not learn fr
the mistakes of their
fellow colleagues such as President Clark
Kerr. Law and order must be upheld and
never intimidated by blackmail beeause
as any la* enforcement official kiwis/
there is no end to blackmail until the
sivtim is bled dry.

7:30 A.M. CIASS
Cure.
which is to cut all 7:30 a.m. clie--es. nta
have- unpleasant side effects. e.g.. ;1111 F iii
the course offered at 7:30 a.m. in ,i-vert-1
advanced stages this is referred to as morning sickttess, i.e._ if you get up before noon
you get sick.
*
*

"Gee, you could catch an elephant in a trap that size!"

Thrust and Parry

Rep Knocks Procedures
S.1SU Needs Dedicated
And Effective Legislature’
Editor:
Last Wednesday the Student Council passed
a resolution approving President Johnson’s
avowed policy of negotiating a settlement
to the Vietnam war as soon its possible. I
voted against the resolution not merely because a Democratic administration with a
policy of lying to the people does not deserve
ASB government support. Rather I opposed
this resolution because it occupied the council
for two hours, prevented the consideration of
some important legislation and is totally ineffective.
If the Student Council 15 to continue concentrating its efforts on passing’ useless resolutions on even worthwhile subjects such as
the war in Vietnam, the Ace Towing Company controversy, the coronation of the Shah
of Iran, the draft, and the problem of minority
rights, I suggest that a new group be organized to assume the legislative powers the
Student Council is neglecting. This new group
ce.iuld then quietly and effectively work to
improve minority group conditions, protect
student rights, and otherwise serve San Jose
State University with all the lamer of the
legislative authority.
Meanwhile, I suggest that a good measure
of time wasted by the council is the number,
controversy, and complexity of resolutions
considered. Resolutions, unlike real legislation, have no legal effect, and very little effect
at all beyond allowing council members to
build up, and then blow off, steam.
SJSU needs a dedicated and effective legislature more than it needs another Oxford
debate.
John Ogle,
Oraduate Representative

’Soundness of His Ideas
Can Be Judged Unsigned’
Editor:
I was rather amused to read the two letters
in Tuesday’s Daily (10/24) which criticized
the Author of the PAW satire in last Friday’s
"Guest Room" for not signing his name.
Whether or not an essay is signed is a simple
matter of editorial policy. Yet both critics
tried to impugn the essay on the basis of the
author’s character, which has absolutely no
relationship to the validity of his ideas.
The soundness of his ideas can only be
judged by considering the merits of his argumentsnot whether he signs his name! I regard Mr. Amyx’s and Miss Bowman’s slur on
the author’s character as an unwarranted and
superficial attempt to disparage the essay by
discrediting its writer a very childish tactic.
If they challenge his ideas, they should give
us their arguments, vot libel the author of the
Ideas. Or couldn’t they think Of any arguments?
Further, since Miss Bowman thinks ". . .
it is Irresponsible to entourage those who
view these serious decisions (of the PAW’s)
lightly" by permitting these critics’ opinions
tn be published, I surmise that either she does
not believe people are entitled to their opinions if thy oppose hers, or else she does not
believe that all viewpoints on an issue should
be presented.
Finally, if Mr. Amyx readily admits that
he believes "anonymous letters am unworthy
of consideration" without even considering the
ideas in them, surely his unwarranted prejudice renders his Comments on anonymous letters "unworthy of consideration."
Michelin tientt MoCleekey, A107511

’I Condemn the liolence
You Look Forward To’
Editor:
I am writing in reply to Mr. Hutchinson’s
article (Spartan Daily 10/25/671.
Mr. Hutchinson: Our democratic government has not, as you state, taken the stand
that it won’t change, no matter what the
people say. Rather, it has taken the stand
that it will not be changed directly by demonstrations and vigils. Our country is run by
laws, set up by the people themselves, through
their representations. To be effective, demonstrations and vigils must convince the- people
of a need for change. How shall this be done?
If you think it can be clone by more trouble
and bigger forms of sabotage and violence,
then it is youynot the present establishment
that has the thick skull!! Violence completely
alienates from the peace movement the only
group with the power to make peace possible
--the majority of the American public.
Yes, Mr. peace-lover, this is my country
and my life, and they are being taken away
from me, by you the mob. I don’t yet know
what I’m going to do about it. For the present, I write to the Spartan Daily and condemn
the violence you look forward to.
Jim Freed, All330

Prof Pinpoints Questions
On ’Stop the Draft Week’
Editor:
The hullabaloo and demonstrating of STOP
THE DRAFT WEEK has ended in great cost
and little apparent gain.
The basic questions remain:
1. What can the USA wisely do about
Vietnam?
2. Do those drafted or being drafted want
the draft stopped? Who are the people who
created and carried forward STOP THE
DRAFT?
3. Who is to judge what a professor is doing
or should do in his classroom? Was Dr. Watson wrong in thinking that his judgment
would decide what he did in his classroom?
Dr. Sasseen and Dr. McCraw think him
wrong.
4. Where does academic freedom end and
propagandizing and proselyting begin? What
punishments for breaches of academic freedom?
5. Do the principles of academic freedom
and responsibility permit exceptions for "conditions of extreme moral conscience?" Dr.
Collins so pleads. But Dr. Sasseen and Dr.
McCraw said that departure from the principles of academic freedom means that "no
principle remains upon which to resist similar
claims (exceptions)."
6. Who is speaking for whom In the various
letters, editorials?
7. What is the meaning of "the Establishment," "we students," the "over 30s," the
"under 30s group, who are better educated,
more sophisticated, and more articulate than
those of any preceding generation?"
Owen M. Broyles,
Professor of Economies
IPPIPP

Notable Quotes
Ervin Gaines, director, Minneapolis Public
Library and chairman of the American Library Association’s Intellectual Freedom Committee, suggesting that librarians have an
obligation to preserve pornography "In Its
better repreoentatIons":
Pornography must be important or it would
not be so prevalent. It has sound meaning in
our lives that we do not understand. Some
libraries had better begin to collect it so that
It can be preserved for future scholars.

DEMONSTRATMN FIX ATI 0 N --Compulsive participation in demonstrations
against anything at all. In critical stages
you can’t eat your lunch unless there’s
a rally going on on Set enth
*
*
ROOMMATE t:ONrucT.-- Recurrent.
Namely, it recurs every time you get a
new roommate. Begins with slight bitterness as roommati- arises at dawn each
ntorning and pl.ts the Doors and knows
every single word and SINGS es cry word.
Increases as roommate borrim- ccclir toothbrush. leaves town on weekiffid- is hen he’s
suppose-t1 to eleati the aparttliffill and ri-fuses to 11.1 hi- hall tel the phone bill
because he
the’ 11111111e more
than he did last month.
Cure: Move out hoping that yottr next
roommate will be better. keeping in mind
that he probably will be siirse.
&
VACATION ANXI ETY - Comm tin i eable
and widespread for 10 (hos preceding
Christmas siteation. Can he lliagnosed by
presence in seispected victim’s room of
calendars with days crossed off.
*
THE PARENT SYNDROMEActually
a disease of student’s parents. Student goes
home for Chri-ttiffi v;tcation. only tit find
perfectly OK parents
that his pre%
overbear.
have suddenly- become
ing. itarrim-minded. selli-ii, childish anti
if) acknowledge the
generally lint%
need for a complete. immediate_ and radical revolution in the United States. They
improve gradually but never fully recovesr.
ocenrs at worst
PREGNANCY
possible times. e.g.. just before your parents give you the money for an all-expense
paid s lllll mer in Europe so that you can
get away front the goy to see if you really
love him.
he-es anyway. It’s What you k-arn."I
*
FINAL EXAMSSymptoms are inability to read anything but Harold Robbins
novels, recurrent need to go to the bathroom, wash face, eat, in general, anything
but sit down and study. Circles under
eyes, sharp weight gain, crying self to sleep
lization ("Grades are meaningand rat’
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Foreign Study Meeting, Interviews Tomorrow

On the Air
91t.

A general information meeting

in.
LINE

for students interested in studying abroad under California State
College

Inteinational

liii.,

SPARTAN

T,..1"

II, .1(t11 \
1).111.%

by personal interviews.
Dr. Thomas Lantos, program director, will speak at the meeting.
Appointments for the interviews.
held from 12 noon to 3 p.m., may

vAill

ind theater prizes will
tech week.
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Spa: I Apell-out, "the greatest ,
5:15 p.m.
VOICES OF VISTA
thing since sex I almost P, accord5:50 p.m.
HOUSE OF SCIENCK ing to the Spai tan Daily adver7,55 urn.
SPORTs1JNE with tising staff, begins today.
tat Ramey
SJS students will have a chance ,
6:;i0 p.m.
LOCKHEED nIcvsor
6:55 PAM
SPARTAN SPEC- I,, son a risintltrip ticket to Los
Angeles or two tickets to see "The
TRUM
7 p.m.
CONTEMPORARY Bible" :it the Century 22 theater.
COMPOSERS
The eight -week contest will test
-:15-8 p.m.
GRAMOPIIONI: the student’s knowledge of perSHOPPE
sons. pliwes, and events on cam-

will be held in Concert Hall tomorrow at 10:30 a.m., followed

1,1111111’’

Spartan Spell -out IS similar to
last year’sThink-Links. Asterisked
letters will have to be selected
unfrom advertisements a n d
scrambled int() a word that desclitx,s a person, place or event
connected with SJS.
All entries must be returned to
the Spartan Daily advertising afisi
flee, JC206, by 3 p.m. Wednesday
fon«wing contest publication. LU
tie -breaker queI h.,
must be an.0,spr1a

SPECIAL!
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EVERY MONDAY

10 ,
.
/ 1410 ,
ONE OF THE 43 SJS students enrolled in the
California State College International Programs,
Ronald Kendall, is studying abroad this year in
the German Program at the University of Ber-

8 inch pizzas
all varieties

He’sn
admiringi
.
’ rifle target which
anl
antique
was offered as a prize by a Bavarian rifle association in 1866. Kendall spent last year with the
French Program at the University of Aix-Marseille.

Some 43 SJS students are curStenzel, German program; Dr. Sc-:
Italian pro- rently enrolled through the probastitm Cassarino
gram; and Dr. Harris Martin, gram at the Universities of AixBerlin, Heidelberg, Mahistory. Japan and Taiwan Imodrid, Granada, Uppsala, Stockgrams.

69(

EVERY TUESDAY
Spaghetti
regular size

holm, Florence. Waseda (Tokyo’
and National University at Tal:r
, Wan.
SJS has had the largest student
representation in the Program.

35,

Red Ram
10th & William St
San Jose

295-3805

Open at I P.11. Daily

NOW!
STRETCHED CANVAS IN
KNOCKED-DOWN KIT FORM

SAVE 331/2%
STRETCHED CANVAS

SIZE
12",1 6"
14"x18"
16"x20"
18"x24"
22"x28"
24"x30"

YOU
SAVE

KIT FORM

S .58
.65
.75

$1.42
$1.60
51.15
$1.96
$2.30
$2.51

$2.00
52.25
$2.50
53.00
$3.65
$4.00

51.04
Si 35
51 .49

’kits contain oversize amount of double -primed, 100% duck canvas suitable for oil or acrylic painting. Stretched canvas also available in these
sizes: 3.5, 4.6, 2.4, 8,10, 2.3, 6,8, 4.5, 9,12, 20,24, 24.36.

oIj
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE 112 S. 2nd, 292-1447, Open Thurs. Nights
MOUNTAIN VIEW STORE, 165, San Antonio Rd., Open Daily 8-6
VALLEY FAIR SHOPPING CENTER, Open 5 Nights
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"Sitting Bull"
Never Had Moccasins
Like These

s’s

4

"The only cats worth anything are
the cats who take chances. Sometimes
I play things I never heard myself."

Iv
’co

-.Thelonious Monk
LLVIO:l.1

’I -

"Don’t keep forever on the
public road, going only where others
have gone. Leave the beaten track
occasionally and dive into the
woods. You’ll be certain to find
something you have never seen before."

Is

II-

--Alexander Graham Bell
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Take a look at the new look in moccasins. Sitting
Bull would agree that these moccasins are just as
comfortable and durable as the ones he wore. Choose
from the knee-high style or slip-on. Both are available
in natural suede, sizes 6 to 12.
A WOTHMORE MOCCASIN

kKnee-high moccasins
tZ Slip-on moccasins

$15.95
$10.95

k
0
ZI4

FLORSHEIM
SHOE SHOP
DOWNTOWN 71 S. Ist
9 to 9 Mon. & Thurs.
9 to 5:30 other days
VALIDATED PARKING

nAn,vs

Spell-Out Awards Free Trip

Nt.\%:-

7,7 ion.
MUSIC AND COMMENTARY

Programs

be made in the Foreign Language
Office, Building N.
International Programs include
two semesters of accredited academic wolk at one of ten foreign
universities.
Brochures and application forms
for the program may be obtained
in the Student Activities Office,
Adm. 174. Deadline for fall 1968
applications is Dec. 15.
Student qualification; for selection are upper division or graduate standing, a 3.0 t13) grade
Point average or better for the
previous school year, and language
proficiency for all but the programs in Japan, Sweden and Taiwan.
For information on specific programs, students may see the following foreign language teachers:
Dr. Wesley Goddard, French and
Swedish programs: Dr. Reiv Scott.
Spanish program; Dr. Joachim

CI.I1RTAPI

.\ li.nr1

1

3059 Stevens Creek Blvd.
9:30 to 9:30 weekdays
930 to 5:10 Sat.
Gay 90’s Barber Shop

ptzokeeeele/Welt.WeWs091tWoloWeWeioloWelieZeWele.WW/As

To comumnicate

is the beginning of understanding

AT&T

1SPARTAN DAILY

SHIRTS

Tiger Explosion Rips Sparta
’before the whole world crumbled, ception and then sprinted down the 47 -yard pass play with 0:17 left
at least it did for SJS fans in sideline to make the score 22-14. in the game.
But the Tigers were just be- ’ SJS’ TB’s came on two long
Spartan Stadium.
Sparta’s inconsistent gridders ginning to score. Massengale fum- drives in the first half. A one-yard
took a 14-9 lead Into the fourth bled the kickoff and even though plunge by fullback Clatence Kelley
quarter of Saturday’s battle with UOP couldn’t score they had the climaxed a 63-yard drive in 12
rival University of Pacific, and Spartans in a hole. The Spartan plays early in the first period.
A Holman-Massengilie nine-yard
then conveniently fell apart as the offense couldn’t move and UOP
Tigers romped for four TD’s and drove 28 yards in seven plays for pass played ended a g5-yard drive
that gave the Spartans a 14-7 lead
a 28-14 lead.
a 34-14 win.
Pacific’s final score came on a in the second quarter.
The Spartans dominated most of
first half, and with a 14-7 lead
:it intermission it looked as if "The
may be teturning to SJ:-:
But UOP had different ideas.
SJS offense netted only 12 yards
and two first downs in the second
BLOOD IS NEEDED
half while the aroused Tigers, led
by quarterback Bob Lee and backs
Mon. trna Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Jack Layland and Tom Kilmer,
294 !:35
40 Bassett St.
netted 246 yards and eight first
San Jose
I Spartan varsity water !soloists during the period.
downs.
Asch stretched the talley to 9-6
A04.
r.
UOP finally got its offense mov- went hunting for bearskins Friing in the early minutes of the clay night but found their traps on a penalty throw mid-way into
fourth period and drove 68 yards empty as the California Bears the final period. After Bruce Prein nine plays to grab a 16-14 lead. nipped Sparta 11-9 in Spartan pool. fontaine inched the Spartans one
\
VI.
It was the second loss for SJS goal closer, Barry Weitzenberg
Lee hit flanker Jack Morrison on
this season against eight wins, gave the Golden Bears a three
a 26 -yard play for the tally,
S I
Then came SJS’ rash of miscues. Both losses have been to Califor- point spread with three minutes
left.
With a third and 10 from his own nia.
MONDAY THURSDAY
The Spartans came surging back
San Jose led only once in the
18-yard line, quarterback Danny
OPEN 6 A.M.-II P.M,
Holman flipped a sideline aerial wild fracas and that was late in on two goals by Halley inside of
72 C Santa Clara
intended for Glenn Massengale, but the second period when Jack one minute to give the Bears a
Pacific’s Dave McCann stepped in Likins backhanded a shot into the 10-9 margin.
STEAK
Cal drove down following the
front of Massengale for an inter- corner of the goal to give the
HOUSE
goal with Weitzenberg putting the
Spartans a 5-4 lead,
awe
California grabbed the lead back lid on the game with 40 seconds
again within one minute on a pen- left.
SJS’s Likins and Cal’s Asch
alty throw by Paul Asch and a
shared the scoring honors for the
shot by Jon Shores.
Spartan Tim Halley knotted the game with four tallies each. Halley
score at 6-6 with 15 seconds left popped in three for the Spartans.
"Our weakest point in offense
in the first half.
Coach Lee Walton’s crew went was our shooting," Walton recold in the third petiod as the marked. "We took more than
Down by two quick goals, the Spartans fired 14 shots at the goal enough shots to win. We had peoSpartan soccer team bounced back and came up empty handed every ple getting free but we nulified
with scores by Ed Storch and Art time. The Bears, added two points I the drive on poor passing."

Spartan Daily ClassifiedsLike
A Personal Salesman Ring 23,000 Doorbells

DO THIS NOW!

sP 4/, fETTI
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ANGELO’S

Booters Tie
Bears, 2-1;
Retain Lead

I:EST SELECTION OF
FINE GI LIARS IN
T MS AREA

Romswinckel Saturday to tie the
University of California 2-2 in
Berkeley.
Although the Spartans had their
win streak stopped at six, they retained first place in the West
Coast Intercollegia:e Soccer Conference with a 3-0-4 league mark.
Cal scored fir:- ..ith eight mm tiles gone in the opening quarter
when Tor Rasmussen netted a penally shot.

010 Town & Country Village
San Jose

HUBEI
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I la irstyl log

9-6 !Lin.
1.iiirated next to
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STUDENT RATE

PER HOUR
PER PERSON
WITH ASB

2

FOOTBALL
Alpha Tau Omega No. 2 and
the Federales meet Me and Them I
and Phi Mu Chi today in the semifinals of the independent league
playoffs.
ATO beat Da Fuzz 33-0 and
the Fedet ales topped the Red
llorde 20-0 Wednesday to advance
into the semi-final round.
The fraternity league ends play
i..morrow when ATO clashes with
theta Chi to decide the fraternity

CARD

OPENING EVENINGS TO
9:30 P.M. SAT. TO 6 P.M.

SALE

4111 & SANTA CLARA ST.
OPEN I N I II. 3 .1 tn.
S VS JOSE
297-9657

The All -College title game will
!, played Monday, Nov. 6.
FALL SPORTS
Bowling entries are due Wedoc.day and hunch 13-man) basketball signups are due Friday.

THE
ENTIRE
CATALOG

69

299
4 79

At

THE BYRDS
MOBY GRAPE
PAUL REVERE 8 RAIDERS
DAVE BRUBECK
MILES DAVIS
CHARLIE BYRD
RAY CONNIFF
PERCY FAITH

’
,
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---

--

1:
’
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JAZZ SPECIAL
COMPLETE CATALOG
OF

ALL

MAMAS & PAPAS
ONLY

29

1234
5670 d
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MONO
OR
STEREO

ROD McKUEN
LISTEN TO THE WARM

FIRST.

1N

JIM:

Positions Available in Following Areas:
Design

Management Trainee

Mechanical

Marketing

Product Development

Process Control
Chemistry

Process Development

Electronic Design

Desired Background:
EE degree preferred, degrees in other engineering areas, business management, physical science acceptable.

INTERVIEWS:
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1967
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
appoinfment

today at the Placement Center for an

ERF F

(:aine in and .see our large selection of tape recorders tailored to /it any pocketbook

orekoe

orekoe

’15’
CARRY-CORDER

’450’

World’s Most Popular Cassette
Recorder & Player

NOW
$20
LESS
For the Newest in

Stereo

Recorder & Player Easy Loading

NORELCR STEREO 4 -TRACK

ALCO PR10E$695

Automatic pop out cassette opeiation Swim nr oi.00 ret ma
and playback. Said gate Pause, tone, balance and loudness
controls 60.10,000 He, Steno nuke, Dar", coon*, Todom’ad
speakers mid cabinet.

Model 450
STEREOSYSTEMCOMPLETE

Cassette kerfne Cedes Up to
it recordingiotaybect
CASSellt, dram, riverophon
bre,,rd 1 St
lot Wont’ :stetter and iteset

$1 99 95

Tlo,t-oti,e,
-

RCA VICTOR
Amazing New
Tape Convenience

RECORDER

WIZARD OF OZ

YOUR
CHOICE
1.41" ,Il1ClruN

CASSETTE CARTRIDGE

RICHIE HAVENS
MIXED BAG

L. if 479

JAMES COTTEN
BLUES BAND
PARKING

Turn on, Tune in, Tape it!

BATTERY-OPERATED

JOHN MAYALL
A HARD ROAD

99

CLEAR LIGHT

369
Lisf 5 79

INCLUDING
JOHN COLTRANE
GABOR SZBO
OLIVER NELSON
SONNY ROLLINS
AND MORE

POP
EXTRAS

H. P. LOVECRAFT

17,82 !’1.

pany.

MONO OR
STEREO

79

END OF THE 1st GOLDEN ERA
DELIVER
MAMAS & PAPAS
IF YOU CAN BELIEVE YOUR
EARS

BARTELS AND BLAINE
A & W ROOT BEER

of microelectronics

good prospects of advancement in a fast growing com-

I

__ _ __.

I

9110W MANY
CAN YOU
DRINK?

join the exciting field

like to

California

aggressive graduates

PLUS MANY MORE

DI I’M II I .341

to I A.M.
.in
ittod Sat.

who would
with

MONO
AND
STEREO

POP JAZZ
CLASSICS FOLK
,i,oi-Tikr---4",.
FEATURING
’;’,, ,*
II
BOB DYLAN
’ .. 4.*’,4teist-

FROM

it 1.M.
II I’M.
’on:Thurs.

Sunnyvale,

L:,+ 5 79

______.---------,_
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Sper.ial Rafos For Coeds

Inc.,

has excellent positions for enthusiastic,

interview with J. P. Gates, Executive Officer, to find out how

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST RECORD STORE
OVER 40,000 LP’s

’4q

yeti Mon. thru

Microcircuits,

Stewart -Warner

Story & King

discount records inc.

Razor cut,

College Cleaners
293-6 501
181 E. San Carlos

you can enter the fascinating field of integrated circuits.

nnegantghoet:

. the Bears’ secant Coal by backing
1 op a shot Spartan goalie Frank
III.
Mangiola had stopped.
SJS did its scoring in the third
quarter
when center forward
Storch rammed a high one into the
corner of the Cal net. Near the
end of the period, left half Rams WI nckel took a pass from Starch
’ :Ind punched one in from about 20
..rds to tie the game.

SHOP

citakeid

Jose

this ad

MICROCIRCUITS, INC.

Make an
San

price with

Sewing Also

STEWART-WARNER

Monday Night
Folk Singing
East

cleaning

.31

S1.25

WITH

Sparta Bear Traps Empty;
Cal Poloists Win A ain

’Bell"

Spcial

$

JOIN A GROWING COMPANY
IN THE DYNAMIC FIELD OF
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

the

OVER 21?
NEED $5?

DRESSES

Having

Unbelics...77
Tlw things being
staged at Spartan Stadium these
days are becoming incredulous.
Two Saturday’s ago the SJS
football squad bombarded New
Mexico, 52-14, for the season’s first
win. It was a convincing victory
and the sea- 71 outlook became
bright.. Ti" hi.:ies continued lot
three o ..aters S..turday afternoon

OFFERS

-‘,ATT"Dteittio’01H214TOSIAPI

3#.020719490:094",a&431C1,101GGGJI

Monday, October 30, 1967

No reels to thread -just snap in a compact
cassette cartridge. Records and ploys up to
one hour on a single cartridge at
ips.
Two -track unit operates anywhere on 4 "C"
batteries. VU meter. Push-button controls.
"Personal Sound" earphone, microphone,
batteries and cassette cartridge included.

ALCO’S
PRLIOCEV... $495O

PROCOL HARUM
LOW,’ Yoa/(13

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

iSCO

unt
.IA

records int.

’.ot oit tleit octitd
Ave
et
Ittees. Mut sof
Net
11110 /I/IIri,
Vett en Stems
Ctett Rid
est nille

Pt 4.00

SAN JOSE
99C N REDWOOD AVE
246 1424
SAN ERANCISCO’BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

A division of Aleo-Paramount and Nelson’s TV
/9

So.

3rd in BO So. 2nd

Sift
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Emotional Involvement
In Malamucrs ’Fixer‘
By PATRICIA WANEK
Only after you has e read
Bernard NIalamod’s "The Fixer"
ean you realize the reasons it
retvived the coveted Pulitzer
Prize and the National Book
Award for Fiction.
The strength of Mulamud’s
vivid waiting is revealed by the
emotional involvement that grips
the reader and brings him into
the life of Yakov Shepsovitch
Bok, fixer.
The helpless agony suffered by
a lonely, lost Jew in Russia at
the beginning of the century, a
man searching for a better life,
is felt. He is helplessly, unjustly
accused of the horrible ritual
murder of a 12-year-old Christian boy.
Every victory, failure, hope
and loss in the life of this man
is experienced by the reader.
Mental and physical torture
build to extreme tensions, and
until Yakov decides to fight the
injustice for a determined cause,
he almost loses the only thing
belonging to him his life.
Malamuci’s extensive use of
Jewish history and explanation
of terms through dialogue pro-------

Barber Quartets
Concert Saturday
They’re oldies but goodies I
sung in the old fashioned way.
The San Jose Chapter of the
Society for the Preservation and
Encouragement of Barbershop
Quartet Singing in America
rSPEBSQSA) is sponsoring a
Concert in Barbershop, this Saturday, 8 p.m., at the San Jose
cis 1C Auditorium.
In addition to the more than
40 songs performed by such
groups as The Petit Fours, The
Plus Four, Baytown Four and
Garden City Chorus, there will
be community singing.
As the title suggests the nation-wide group seeks to perpetuate the tradition of Barbershop singing, According to Norman Martin, graduate student in
physical science and member of
the San Jose chapter, the chapter includes men from all professions, including barbers.

vides an essential background of
meaning to the work. The animal -like treatment Yak.% Bele
receives is belies able only alier
meeting him and living with lion
in the filth of a Russian prison.
Bernard Malamud allows the
reader to do so with his clear
mixture of language, fiction and
fact. Praised by a Dallas
The Fixer is "without doubt one
of the most powerful looks to
come from an American pen in
this decade."

Play Auditions Set
Auditions will be held at 7
tomorrow and Wednesday night
in 51)226 for parts in a new play.
-Karen’s Baby," which will be
presented Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec. 12 and 13 in the Studio Theatre.
The play is part of a master’s
thesis by Eddy EmanuEl, graduate drama major. It will be a
master’s direction by Leroy Julien, graduate drama major,
also a master’s candidate.
According to EmanuEl, the
play concerns "man’s conflict in
society and his attempt to be
"
successful in

74.d4

STEAKHOUSE
TED & WILLIE VAUGHN

‘1’....15\ 115111

Pershing Rifles Society
Opens Headquarters Here
Regimental hearlqumners
Pershing Rifles, military I101101’
SOCiety. has la.en traiNferreil
this year to SJS from Ariiuna

State University.
The society has had a company On the SJS campus since
1957. National headquarters is
in Nebraska.
The regiment operates separately from the company, handling and supervising directives
from the national headquarters
and originating its own actions,
such as inspections and conventions for the commanders of the
four companies in the regiment.
The regiment commander, P.R.
Col. George Desoto, is considering a plan to bring crack drill
team to SJS from all over the
Sixth Army area for a competiliVe bill !MM.

invite you for a . . .
FREE 20c soft drink

The regimental staff Is currently seeking expansion. They
plan to charter a unit at the
University of California at Berkeley, and to revive the now inactis e unit at Univcrsity of California at Santa Barbara.
There are twelve regiments of
Pershing Rifles throughout the
nation.

\ R.’

Sweaters & Cashmere Costs
Oar Speciulty

1/2 Lb. Ground Round
Top Sirloin
New York Steak
16 Oz. T-Borie
Burgers
Steerburgers
Steak Sandwich
Chicken Plate

plus

"GEORGY GIRL"
DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

.89
1.29
1.49
1.99
.29 & .49
.74

,,
ss
,,
,

$3.99 to $11.99

.,:

HI
NONE HIGHER
LITTLE LOST BOUTIQUE
520 S. 10th Street

:
:
,s
s,
s,

9 cm. to 7 p.m.

,

CHRISTMAS JET
FLIGHTS

NEW YORK $149
(Round Trip .

, ulty, emplryp, - or

Open to San Jose State student:
their immediate

RETURN JAN, I
DEPART DEC. 15 (evening)
RETURN JAN. 2
DEPART DEC. 16 fevenined
Non Stop -Super Jets
Space is limited -So make reseevations NOW!
For Reservations

PHONE 392-8513
SAN JOSE

Gentlemen: Make my re..ervafiern Fr

I’ll! ASB CARD

Name
Acicire,s

Art Cleaners
.100 F. !.;dittd tiara

"Work ut Art"

2911900

.. Phone

Zip Code

laccoommeoccoomv.I.sczvx-.4e.,cce41.c.-

.79
1.19

Spartan Daily Classifieds

MONDAY NITE SPECIAL
Top Sirloin

SIDNEY POIT1ER
"TO SIR,
WITH LOVE"

111( ’e DISCOUNT

DINNERS
Dinners served with roll, french fries, or baked potato.

29.’

or write to
(Mail this request today)
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St. (Suite 801)
San Francisco, California 94103

One Day Service

with purchase over 59c and Student Body card or this ad. This offer is
good all year.

1.09

DRAFT BEER
23 No. Market St.
Downtown San Jose

Open From 1100 A.M.
297.9689

Available for banquets and parties.

from SPACE PROBES to STEREOS
from RE-ENTRY to ULTRAMINIATURIZATION
from EDUCATION to EXPERIMENTATION

32 ACRLS, PAVED COUNTY ROAD.
.
$50,000.
.,
r 1 rr ugor.t, 438-0400.
31/435/.

ANNOUNCE! I ENTS LI 1
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL
is sr r

1.30.
L
_
MEN SING! E
bath, close
a s Dc’:.1
CHARTER FLIGHT TO N(
,
Ill
Youth
16 to
.
R00M6IATE WANTED to
& excursion non applicable o,er X ma; ,
. Call
vacatio-. Prof. Mage 297.1703. 1445!
Melwood Dr., S. J. Wrte for summer
FOR RENT: 1 8DRM. FURNISHED
charter prewar, to Ei,00e.
en,a’... 633 S. htn S.. C.,

AUTOMOTIVE (2)
MGA. RED,
Fe. ed. NLW
after 5 p.m.
’59

ENGINE

Want To Help the World?

that interests mankind: from manufacturing to education
from outer space talking to underwater walking ... from
antiweapons systems to home entertainment systems.
We have the experience, the capabilities ... the growth record ...
and the resources to otter you both challenges and rewards.
We would like to have a talk with you
-to explain our company and to get to know you better. Stop by
and see us. Or write to College Relations,
Philcoford Corporation, C & Tioga Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 19134.

’66 SEARS sPoRTCYCLE. 250 CC. 4.
speed. 2.0U0 miles. $350 or be,t ofkr.
Also leather suit & helmet, $70. Call
798 3050 hl 5 ,1 k 10r Falko.
’63 HONDA DREAM. 250 CC $250.
’r I
2hic.4,
’64 CHEVY MALIBU SS.
’
L1 r

FOR SALE 131
DAVENPORT PLUS 3 living ro,rr chairs
$100. Good condition. Call 253-9170,
Eb KHOLERT 5A.Ii1710NE. Refinished
& overhauled recently. $210. Coll Grey
after 6 per. 292-1359.
2 STEREO SPEAKERS. Sacrifice both for
$50. I yr. old, for finest system, by
Lahti. in welnuf. Cell 298-5366
RADIAL DRILL PRESS $37.50. Jointer.
plainer $29.95. Wood lathe HIS. Radial
arm saw $129. All new fools. 292.0409
or 24I194!.

PHILCO.FORD WILL BE HERE ON NOVEMBER 2

DIVISIONS: Aeronutronic Appliance Communications &
Electronics Consumer Electronics Education and Technical
Services International
Lansdale Microelectronics
Sales & Distribution Space & Reentry
Western Development Laboratories.

15 GIRLS - NEW DRESS SHOP
.
r ; ; r
CHAIN. Ages lb AS Fu
Apply at Little Lost Botii,,n, 570 S.

10th St.
MOUSING 153
I OR 2 MALE ROOMMAT:"-S ;1:714.:7)
FEMALE

PHILCO
PHILCOFORD
MI

CORPOPATICl

Coyle Opportunity Employe;

ROOMMATE

NEEDED

110

CO 292-2070.
tr’t St. i4r
I OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES nerdnd
apartment with 2
bedr3orn
share
2
to
others. 351 S. IIth St. *9 or eel;

287-6753.
CLOSE COMMU4S. 10 acres. Black Rd.
& Skyline. Fabulous view, 7 miles to Los
r,nfos. $25,000. $6.00U down. Terms.
Call agent 43B-0400. Evenings 317.4357.

CUSTOM
MADE CONTEMPORARY
car
weddirg rings. Original ie,elry
gold & silver. Geo. Larirnore 354-1273,
354.8200.

LOST AND FOUND 161

SERVICES

LOST I PAIR BROWN tortoise shell
prescriptIon
CI, Les.
Call
968-9045 EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term papers,
etc. Phone 256.4335.
collect.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
PERSONALS Ill
Term pavers. etc. Call 264.8592.

LITTLE ::-AV ON CAMPUS

TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Call
243-6313 9 are, to B p.m.

FAST, RELIABLE TYPING. 256 per page,
Ca.1 Judy.
Sr cer
aft, 5 p.m. P ..d.wccd Cit..

366.0915.

REASONABLE

TYPING

done by Miss Carey - call 293-4700.
Close to SJS. Ditto, mimeo slightly
per page.

-TERM PAPERS, THESIS, etc.
work guaranteed.
.nced a -d
Phone 294.3772.

T’!RING

ATTENTION

IRREGARDLESS

PEOPLE,

Er

-d. you
BLUES &
a,,ded to

P.7

,

1-ILY4-P:1

441,W

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
.rvice. No contract.
EXPERT TYPIST - FAST. Will do all

typewriter.
WII.L DO TYPING IN MY HOME. Ex-

,

,

Ti PING - THE5i3i TERM popers, etc.
269.8674.

TRANSPORTATION (9)
CHARTER FLIGHT TO NY, Xmas Dee.

trip. Youth

S

mop c role over vac,
Maqe 297-1703. 1445
"
Write for summer
’rope.
2VY HIP traveling pernrer
hng camping and

1::::--

:1,14

11THAt5 ONE (BUY I ()REAP 61VIN6 A CiZITICI6A"

Minimum
Three lines One day
line day
3 lines
1.50
4 lines- -2.00
5 lines- 2. ,
6 lines -3.00
Add titreamount tor
.en
each addihonal line

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
PH. San lose State
College. San lose
Calif. 95114.

For -

Three days

Five days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
-2.504.00

.50

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spool
for Each line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

0 Announcements (1)
o Automotive (2)
EI for Sale (3)
LI Hell) Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
D Lost and Found ON
ID Personals (7)
Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)
Name -

esele

To Place
an ad:
Call at

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
rust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

HELP WANTED (4)

Career opportunities are available on the East Coast,
in the Midwest, the Southwest, on the West Coast, and throughout
the world.

I I in

EXQUISITE,

good condition. 4 speed. Call Rue after
5 p.m. at 293.9877.
’64 CHEVY IMPALA convertible. PS.
AT, e,cellent condition. $1395, call Jim
295.740U.
’60 VW. RUNNING but need, some
work. $500 or offer. Call Jackie at 297.
3674.
’63 VALIANT. EX. cond. comp. hist.
R&H. 4.dcor, 6 cyl., std. trans. $750.
1.4 per. 2969130: 7.9 p.m. 338.3983.
61 FALCON. TUDOR, stick shift. 0,Iy
$225. See at 37 S. 8th #3 or call
287.0219 after 7 p.m.
’67 TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE. Llke
new. 1,100 miles. $1.000. Call 377-5964.
PORSCHE ’53 GOOD shape. $685. Cal’
r. Bull 244.9800 o- 948.0483.
62 V LIWAGEN SEDAN. 9,000 rrillos
rebuilt engine, trans. 8, firm. $795.
Call 293.3145 deys or 298-7585.
’69 "THAMES" ENGLISH F6.-d var. Recent valve job. Has bed & radio. will
go anywhere. $300. 2155 Lanai Ave.
*122 or call 251-8006 or 374.0907
anytime.
59 VOLKSWAGEN. New tires E.s.lery.
car. Only 5.395. Call
good trap
message.
3’8-1’67
’59 PORSCHE, GOOD conditior. needs
,1. $1000. Alter 5.30 p.m.

PhilCO-ford is interested in lust about everything

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 7
S
room, 2 bath. State
St. C-311 298-7455. Only

Now OPEN, FARRELLS ENGLISH Fish
S. 11th & E. San Carlos
urn.
APT, FOR RENT. M.rnaq.., opt. #11.
recipe from the Old Country.
s -r
& spaciaus.! Open 11 a.m. to 10,30 p.m. Closed
’Et, 293-F
Very
_ I Sunday.
667.1115

’CARAllttes-’59, CONVERTIBLE:1TM

PHILCO-F0110 IS
INVOLVED WITH MANKIND.

for contacts

ROTC. The group is open .
!Aeolis-Ts of the Navy and .0
Force ROTC programs,
eer, and at ma
schoo Ish(t"Ini:
groups are composed entirely of
Navy or Air Force cadets.
This semester’s pledge program at SJS hopes to revitalize
the SJS organization Wills new

10000CCMCCe

rovernight
case

You get one with .every
bottle of Lensine, a
removable contact lens
carrying case. Lensine,
by Murine is the new,
all-purpose solution
for complete
contact lens care.
It ends the need
for separate
solutions for
wetting, soaking
, and cleaning youi
lenses. It’s the
one solution for
’ all your contact
lens problems.

Pershim.: RA I,: tt S.IS has
members, all members of Ali111

,’s Mod Jr. Dresses ::.

STUDIO
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.

Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
II a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

Itice

PrinI

- ddys,
Phone

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

Address

Enclosed is $
Start ad on

Pirse allow 2 dew after plata, kr ad to appear.

Phone
(Doc

294-6414. Ext. 2465

Government Minority Group Counselors Tau Beta’s Hold
Oxford Debate Attendance To Offer Exams View New Role as Liaison Engineering Smoker
Tonight at 7:30
Prompts Plan for Revision For Summer Work
titTAN DAILY

Spartaguide

U.S.

TODAY
Kappa Alpha Mu, 8 p.m..
Eddie Cong, chin i photograph,
for Santa Clara County. Open h,
all.
TOMoutcrtiv
lob, 2 p.m., College
Union.
American Marketing Association, 7:30 p.m., Sweden House. Dr
Robert Holloway. international
president of AMA to speak On
"Public Policy cold Personal nusponsibility."
Baptist Student Union, 8 p.m.,
M11221.
WEDNESDAY
IEEE, 7:30 p.m.

Possible revisions in the Oxford
Union Debate Series may be forthcoming in the near future.
Mrs. Nancy Messner, faculty advisor for the series said, "We were
very disappointed with the turnout in the lust debate."
"I am concerned because I feel
that SJS needs a forum," she said.
"Much of what we hear on Seventh Street is one sided and perhaps not investigated as much as
should be.

"A debate, however, presents
the audience with both sides of the
issue and allows for more sincere
study," she explained.
The Oxford Union form of debate allows the audience participation in the form of hissing,
booing, and cheering. Audience
members may sit on either the
negative or positive side of the
audience section and may change
sides anytime.

Students interested in summer
work with the Federal Government should apply now to take
the first written test of the Summer Employment Exam 1,414.
Application deadline is Nov. 8
for the first written examination
to be held on Dec. 9. Additional
tests will be given during the semester. The final deadline to apply for these tests is February 1.
Additional information may be
obtained in the Placement Center.
Adm. 234,

Two special counselors appointed by President Robert D.
Clark feel they should act as "gobetweens" for interested members
of minority groups and Greek
leadership.
Dr. Fauneil Rinn, associate Professor of political science and Dr.
Henry G. Pitchford, associate professor of sociology, have asked any
member of a minority group interested in belonging to a fraternity or sorority on campus to
contact them.
Dr. Pitchford feels very encour-

aged about the cooperation he has
received from members of the fraternities and sororities. Both he
and Dr. Rinn commented they
thought the Greeks were genuinely concerned and interested in
finding solutions to the problem.
Dr. Rinn hopes to help ease the
way for minority students who are
sincerely interested in becoming a
member of a sorority or fraternity. .the also feels she needs to
win tte confidence of both the
Greeks and minority groups.

Shaped like a railroad trestle,
a copper-tubed stanchion of symbolic canton, stands, the Bent.
Official symbol of the national
engineering department, Tau Beta
Phi, the Bent stands in stoic silence and gazes upon Seventh
street.
The Bent was placed on rock,
last year by the brothers of TBP.
Tau Beta Phi will have a get
acquainted smoker this evening at
7:30 in Cafeteria A & B.

0

SPARTAN S-P-Elf001T
Century 22

ONE PSA FLIGHT

"THE BIBLE"

Now Praying

TASA

IS WORTH A THOUSA*ND
"7"N’ *SPARTAN SPELL-OUT *WORDS

Friday and Saturday Evening Show Seats from $2.50

Showtime 8:00 p.m.

Good Seats Available For *All Performances
3162 OL*IN AVENUE

NEXT TO THE WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE

IMOD,

Featured Paper *Backs
At Cal Hook
"ON AGGRESSION"
by Konrad Lorenz

Freeman’s

Print4

SPORT CENTEP

cki Chalet
81.23

*VAN *GOGH

18x24"
8"x II’
ONLY $1.00

Come in and see the ’68 HEAD COMPETITION* line including the Red ’Hot slalom for the advanced to expert skier.

-THE

SEARCH F*OR
AMELIA EARHART.
by Fred (;oerner

ART POST CARDS

Also: we have the exclusive HEAD
c*lothing at Town & Country

*california Wok co., ltd.
131 r. sau fernandn
san juse

244 So. 2nd, San Jose

PICASSO

Open nights
Monday thru
Thursday

2

for 25c

Volettel

330 South 10th St

840 Town & Country

Open
all day
Saturday

San Jose

stMls

WIN A MUSTANG!

EXAMPLE:

Asterisked Letters

HOLIDAY FORD is giving away a fully equipped ’68 MUSTANG when
the last ’67 FORD is sold. *To get in on the drawing, see PETE ELLIS,
San Jose State sales representative at HOLIDAY. Let *Pete show you
the fine selection of NEW and USED cars. HOLIDAY FORD has a
nLmber of finance plans; one to suit your needs.

*Our *Cashiers Will Treat Sp*artans

SLAATODIFGYA
PQRNUBEECDOJ

To Free Candies On Hal*loween

Answer Word: Spartan Daily
THE KIND OF SERVICE YOU GET AT HOLIDAY
IS ONE OF F*CRDS BETTER IDEAS!

Clue: You’ll find this in little

Satan Sook4toPe

yellow boxes all over
HOLIDAY FORD

"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

campus.

SUNNYVALE

6.;0 fl. C MO/NO

Mum, Your Campus And Win Valuable Prizes
By Playing Spartan S-p-e-I-1 -0-u -t

How to Play Spartan Spell-Out
1

I iiiI

2

1)

.,.ti

;

1 -lit, I!,
ror

in the adsertisements above.

Is

Imiers

iii.’ grid provided in the

box

at the

ht.

Th. .......

I.

arid (not all letters will be used) fill in the blanks

I.
i

the steekly clue as a guide.

.,

i

Contest Rules
correntis ehrolled SJS students may enter.

are limit. 11 to OW’
ptr permit’. Sparllan 1)aily staff
md!. null enter.
I. \ II entries bee
properts of the Spartan Daily.

2.

1

I I,
,

entries have the correct answer, the 1-0Othe correct answer to the tiebreaker will
I a’--’’.1 tie on the special question., an additional tie.
Iii’ the
;
break. r .sw
i;
di ’ermine first place.
7. 111 eionplitnentary flight pasws on PS.A expire in 90 days.
i

II:1

1,-1.1111

O.

.111.ir .1f..
Ii
ners and I
lit
P:Olf

-Ohm i jou

I.

This

your Spartan SpelbOut entry
blank. Please do not staple, spindle.
mutilate or, bite, just enter!

Name

PSA

City

read in the financial section of most
newspapers.

TIE-BREAKER

Address

Round-trip
flight to
Los Angeles on

The Dow-Jones Industrial Average may
be heard on moot news broadcasts or

Phone

.
Estimate what the DowJonem Industrial A
will he at the close of the market on Thursday,
November 2.

ASB Number

This Weeks Spartan
Spell-Out is:

..t.
I

loc

liii 1),Ols re-erses the right to extend deadlines and to make any
I oriAclionsir :additionn lo the rules.

Non.

PRIZE:

members

-,parlon Driils and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for
11,.1
Atils.ti.
s
lie filled mt
pletely, without any erasures, to be

0. "Ilie

hi

or person on the Sail Jose Stale
(.1.irk. I .A11,1116.11 Hall, Homecoming Parade etc.

;. \lesser the ti,’ -breaker Ill --I ills.
tr. Fill in the entipon at the 0 =lit and bring it to the Spartan Daily Classified
office. J. C. 300. before
Wednesday, of this week tie, contest runs
Monday, entries Ahle

I. I

What You Can
Win:

liv the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of
-hall he final regarding determination of the win.111,111 Iml en I riiii IS for any rfitS011.
’131104,A

entrants

ileerptitIlee

Of

the

2nd & 3rd prizes:
Two tickets to each winner for Century 22
Theatre

conte,1 ride. and

11. No one may win more than 1 PSA flight during the contest period.

Give it a try!

Clue:
‘‘And a good time
was had by all!"
In cam, of error, look for correction in tomorrow’s paper

